CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

In this chapter, there are descriptions of how the research is summarized. They are include summarizing the analysis and giving the researcher’s suggestion viewing the problem.

5.1 Conclusion

There are two conclusions can be drawn toward research questions:

1. Through the deep analysis of the research proposal background of the eighth semester students, the researcher found the model schematic structure and rhetorical problem in each analysed background. (See table 4.1) from the table shows that out of ten proposal, all the proposal have variative schematic structure. The schematic structure in each proposal do not follow the ideal schematic structure by Swales.

2. Form the schematic structure model in each analysed background, rhetorical problem is found. The first rhetotical problem is the cyclical schematic structure in each proposal background. There are some repeated moves and step found in the background. Furthermore, the highest move used in the analysed background is Move 1. This move found repeated and very common in the analysed background (all of the 10 proposal). Then the step which is not used by the writer in the analysed background are the steps in Move 3. It is outlining the structure of paper. Among the ten analysed background
there is no writer who outlines their proposal structure. The second rhetorical problem is the jumping move. All the analysed background contain jumping moves, this is because the ideas in the background is not well organized. The third problem is the lack of focus in each paragraph. Because all the background contain a repetition moves, the make the paragraph is not focus. It is found that many paragraph contain more than onne moves. Too many ideas in a paragraph make it difficult to understand. From those findings, it can be seen that there are rhetorical problem in research proposal background of the eight semester students.

5.2 Suggestion

Conducting this study about rhetorical problem in the research proposal background, the researcher hopes that this research is quite useful to acknowledge students in writing a good research proposal background. By knowing the ideal of schematic structure by Swales CARS model and knowing kind of problem that found in the proposal background, the researcher expects that this study also gives some useful information to lectures in teaching writing especially in writing research proposal background.

Besides, this study can be useful as reference to do the next research dealing with this research topic. The researcher hopes that this result of this study can acknowledge the next researchers and also help them to extend this study. So there will be many research findings dealing with this topic which can be useful for someone who wants to study rhetoric in writing.
Meanwhile in doing this study is not an easy task. So there are some suggestion which can be useful for the next researcher:

- Based on the rich theories of writing and rhetoric, and the available materials that relate the two fields together, the researcher believe that further research into how the two fields relate is needed.
- Rhetorical theory offers a unique set of terms that can help the study of writing. Using a rhetorical lens, further research could help explain the importance of rhetoric in writing
- CARS model is good to analyse a research article, but to apply it in another writing, it needs supporting theory, therefore this study use combination theory to make it suitable to research proposal writing.
- The next researcher have to be careful and patience in doing an intensive reading.
- This study can be use as reference to extend the next research dealing with rhetoric in writing.